Abstract. Point cloud models are widely used in industry. It is also faced with increasingly serious copyright protection issues. A new watermarking algorithm of 3D point cloud model using angle quantization index modulation is proposed. At first, a point cloud model is segmented into many patches according to the length of watermark information. Then, for each patch, 1 bit watermark is embedded into by modulating the angle of feature signal. Experiments show that the algorithm is certain robustness against affine transformation, reorder and low intensity of noise.
Introduction
Digital watermarking by inserting some invisible information is an effective method to protect copyright of digital media. People mainly focused on images [1] and videos [2] . And few works have been done on point model. However, point cloud model can express a complicated object only by point information. This character makes point cloud used widely in fields of computer graphic. It is becoming urgent to research a practical watermark algorithm for point clouds.
So far, several point cloud watermark schemes have been developed. A fast hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to partition patches by Cott [3] . Then, Laplacian eigen-functions of each patch are achieved to insert watermark. It is robust against attacks, including affine transformations, cropping, noising and resampling. Ohbuchi et al. extend a mesh watermarking algorithm to point models [4] . So, it need generates a non-manifold mesh for each cluster of the points. Then, wavelet-based spectral analysis technique proposed by Zachi Karni [5] is applied to insert into watermark. Two watermark algorithms in above are non-blind watermark because original point model is need provided during extraction. Zhu proposed an improved AQIM algorithm [6] , and prove the effectiveness of the scheme on images. In this paper, we extend this image AQIM algorithm to 3D point cloud models. Because there is not inherent order to show point cloud like image from left to right, a point cloud model should be sorted in a certain order. Furthermore, for decreasing the distortion causing by embedding watermark into model, a point model need to divided into many groups according to the numbers of watermark bit. For each group, 1 bit watermark are embedded into by an angle quantization index modulation scheme.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is described. An improved AQIM watermarking is described in detail in Section 3. The performance of algorithm is shown in section 4. Finally the future work is looked forward in Section 5.
Related works
Watermarking algorithms based on QIM The QIM scheme proposed by Chen et al. [7] modulate the host signal to its closest code words according to the watermark bit, as shown in figure 1. Dither modulation (DM) is a kind of basic implementation of QIM. This algorithm can keep a better balance between imperceptible, watermark capacity and robustness. So, QIM algorithm is widely used in image watermarking scheme. However, the QIM watermarking method does not resist against some attacks, for example, compensation and scaling. For improving the performance of watermarking, a lot of efforts have been done in terms of choosing a suitable quantization feature. Thus, many improved methods based on QIM have been proposed, such as the spread-transform dither modulation (STDM) [8] , the logarithmic QIM (LQIM) [9] , and the angle QIM (AQIM) method [10] . STDM is as an extension of DM in [7] , projection feature is quantized along a random direction, which makes STDM has significant advantages. Logarithmic transform and non-uniform quantization step are used in LQIM, which makes it can resist against scaling attack. AQIM first introduced in [10] is an extension of the QIM to angle. The different with traditional QIM method, the angle is quantized instead of quantizing the amplitude values. The angle of vector is changed to the most closed codeline according to embedded watermark bit as shown in Figure. 2.
AQIM algorithm can be simplified described as following:
1) The angle of the host vector is quantized according to quantizers ( )
2) Change the angle of the vector to closest code words to obtain the watermarked vector. Although the types of a carrier signal are not any restricted in QIM, they are not directly applied to 3D model. Darazi [11] developed a sparse QIM for 3D mesh models. The scheme of quantization the distance of vertex in the spherical coordinate system makes the algorithm robust to affine transformation. In our QIM of 3D point model, we adopt Darazi's scheme to against affine transformation.
The watermarking algorithm
We are inspired by papers [6, 10] . And we try to apply this algorithm [6] to 3D point cloud model. In this section, a novel watermarking algorithm for point cloud model based on AQIM will be descried in detail.
The block diagram of this method is shown in Figure 4 . 
In our algorithm, watermarking is embedded by modulating the angle of m θ . Two quantizers 0 (⋅) and 1 
The signal of m θ is quantized by choosing one of quantizers, 
Watermark extracted
The process of extraction algorithm is alike to embed process. For achieving the sort order of the original model, resampling operation must be done. 1) Affine transformation Affine transformation includes translation, scaling and rotation, which are a common operation rather than any of attacks. Thus, robustness against these operations is very important for a reversible watermark scheme. The simulation experiments of similarity transformation are shown in Table 2 .
2) Reordering Distances between points and the center of model is sorted in ascending order, watermark can be integrality extracted after model is attacked by reordering.
3) Noising Binary random noise is added to each vertex of line entities with different error rates on the model. The experiment results of noising attacks are shown in Table 3 and figure 5.
Conclusion
In this new watermarking scheme based on AQIM, a point model is divided into many patches according to the numbers of watermarking bit. Then, 1 bit watermark information is embedded into a patch. The experimental results show that the introduced algorithm is certain robust against some attacks, such as affine transformation, reorder and low intensity of noise. However, we find that BERs will become greater with the increasing of noise intensity. 
